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The goal for each student is:

✓45 minutes in online reading instruction

✓45 minutes in online math instruction

✓75% or higher pass rate

MORE TIME IS NOT BETTER IN THIS PROGRAM!  In fact, 

it can actually slow down student progress.

The ideal amount of time is 45 minutes per week, per 

subject, for a total of 90 minutes.  
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✓ The Diagnostic Assessment is given 3 times per year (fall, 

winter, and spring).

✓ It is NOT used for a grade!

✓ The online assessment adapts as the student takes the 

test.  Based on how the student answers, the questions 

may get more difficult or easier.

✓ The students are NOT expected to know every answer.

✓ The program continues until it can find the “just right” 

level of learning for your child in both reading and math.

✓ Students need to do their very best on each assessment 

so the program knows which lessons to assign to them.  



✓After the assessment, a 
series of lessons is assigned 
to your student, based on 
his/her “just right” level.

✓Lessons include: a tutorial, 
guided practice, and a check 
for understanding quiz.

✓Teachers monitor the lessons 
and provide intervention, 
enrichment, and continued 
support.
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READING

✓Phonological Awareness

✓Phonics

✓High Frequency Words (aka Sight 

Words)

✓Vocabulary

✓Comprehension:  Literature and 

Informational Text

MATH

✓Numbers and Operations

✓Algebra/Algebraic Thinking

✓Measurement and Data

✓Geometry
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✓ Encourage your child to ALWAYS do their best on i-Ready 

assessments AND lessons.

✓ Ask your child about what they are learning in i-Ready.

✓ Check the My Progress tab at home when your child logs in to the 

program.  (They can log in through the district website on Classlink.  

This is found under Parent/Student links.)

✓ Ask your child’s teacher about how your child is performing on i-

Ready.

✓ Let your child know that it is important to YOU and it will be 

important to THEM!  ☺
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This shows you what you can 

see at home when your 

student is logged into i-Ready.



www.i-readycentral.com/family center
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https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?linkid=2006808&clcid=0x409
http://www.i-readycentral.com/family

